Cloud Provider Term License Contract Process

Tanzu Basic
Summary: Cloud Provider Term Contract Process
Tanzu Basic as the first product offered through Cloud Provider Term Contract

Tanzu Basic is available only as a 12-month non-cancellable Term License option, and is covered by a single Term License Software Subscription (TLSS) contract created through the VMware Commerce Portal (VCP) - see How do I request a new contract creation (vmware.com).

The following contract creation steps require attention:
• Step 1 (Track) – Pick Term Federal or Term Commercial as applicable from the drop down list
• Step 3 (Plan) – Choose ‘Custom’ contract SKU for 12-month term. Custom contracts also require DRF/SPF. No required contract level minimum commits (Enter zero).

Service Providers need to submit a license request (Tanzu Basic SKU code: TZ-BS-TLSS-C) through the one-off order process – see How do I request one-off orders:

Tanzu Basic usage requires an independent minimum monthly consumption; Billing starts in the month of purchase
Tanzu Basic Contract Creation by Aggregator: Overview

- Visit this [website](#) to understand the overall steps involved for new contract creation

- Login to VMware Cloud Provider Commerce Portal – no change in credentials or login process

- Contracts menu on dashboard shows list of existing contracts - click on New Contract button

- Only a couple of steps and entries need special attention, as described in next slide
Tanzu Basic new contract involves 8 steps: For Aggregator

Step 1 (Track) requires attention:
- Tanzu Basic available only as Term Licensing option
- Pick **Term Commercial** or **Term Federal** from drop-down

Step 3 (Plan) requires attention:
- ‘custom’ contract for 1-year term. Custom contracts also require DRF/SPF
- Triggers ‘Minimum Commit’ **step 4** – enter zeros (no required contract level minimums).

No change in other steps.
- Enter Provider contact information, Billing PO details and (optional) Tags
- Review Summary, Legal agreement and submit
MBO processing remains the same. Reporting SKUs details available in PUG (Product Usage Guide)
License Fulfillment for Tanzu Basic: For Cloud Providers

Service Providers need to submit license request. One-off order process described on this [webpage](#).

Newly created contract will list under Contracts menu - as ‘Pending Approval under ‘One-off Orders’ menu tab

Contract details will show SKU code along with other licensed products.
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